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2 Elsag-Datamat s.p.a. - Via Laurentina, 760 - Rome (Italy)Abstrat. The gLite Workload Management System represents a keyentry point to high-end servies available on a Grid. Being designed aspart of the european Grid within the six years long EU-funded EGEEprojet, now at its third phase, the WMS is meant to provide reliable ande�ient distribution and management of end-user requests. This serviebasially translates user requirements and preferenes into spei� oper-ations and deisions - ditated by the general status of all other Gridservies - while taking responsibility to bring requests to suessful om-pletion. The WMS has beome a referene implementation of the "earlybinding" approah to meta-sheduling as a neat, Grid-aware solution,able to optimise resoure aess and to satisfy requests for omputationtogether with data. Several added value features are provided for job sub-mission, di�erent job types are supported from simple bath to a varietyof ompounds. In this paper we outline what has been ahieved to provideadequate workload and management omponents, suitable to be deployedin a prodution-quality Grid, while overing the design and developmentof the gLite WMS and fousing on the most reently ahieved results.1 IntrodutionResoure management and sheduling of distributed, data-driven appliationsin prodution Grid environments are hallenging problems. The interested do-mains inlude workload management, resoure disovery, brokering, aounting,authorization and authentiation, resoure aess, reliability and dependability.Although signi�ant results were ahieved in the past few years, the developmentand the proper deployment of generi, robust, reliable and standard omponentsinvolving suh huge sales and fators as the ones a prodution Grid has to dealwith, has brought out non trivial issues requiring joint e�orts with a strong de-gree of ooperation to be attained.Grid omputing tehnologies have been developed over the last deade to pro-vide a omputing infrastruture for a disparate and ever growing number ofe-Siene appliations. A �rst large sale prodution Grid infrastruture was de-ployed by the Enabling Grids for E-SienE (EGEE) [1℄ EU-funded projet. Itsoperation was then further onsolidated during its seond phase (EGEE-II). TheEGEE Grid infrastruture onsists of a set of middleware servies deployed on a



worldwide olletion of omputational resoures, with an extensive programmeof middleware re-engineering that has resulted in a onsolidated software stak,gLite [2℄. This long-standing projet, now at its third phase (EGEE-III), willtake further steps in moving Grids to dependable and sustainable produtioninfrastruture while providing a ontinuous servie to its expanding user base.EGEE-III will ontinue to develop gLite as its referene open-soure middlewaredistribution.In this paper we outline what has been ahieved to provide adequate workloadand management omponents, suitable to be deployed in a prodution-qualityGrid, while overing the design and development of the gLite WMS, with parti-ular respet to funtionality and interoperability, fousing on the most reentlyahieved results.2 The gLite WMS in a nutshellThe gLite WMS represents a key entry point to high-end servies available ona Grid. It has been designed with some fundamental priniples in mind: �rst ofall aiming at providing a dependable and reliable servie, where primary impor-tane is given to never losing trak of jobs to be proessed and always providing aprompt, responsive quality of servie, yet keeping up with huge and even growingfators of sale. It is designed as part of a Servie Oriented Arhiteture (SOA)omplying with Web-Servie Interoperability (WS-I) [3℄ spei�ations and strivesto implement reommendations on web servie foundations made by the OpenGrid Forum (OGF) [4℄.Fundamental to any Grid environment is the ability to disover, alloate andmonitor the use of resoures. The term "workload management" is ommonlyused to desribe all those aspets that involve disovering the resoures andseleting the most suitable ones, arranging for submission, monitoring and in-formation gathering. In this respet, the WMS has to deal with a heterogeneousomputing environment that in general enompasses di�erent arhitetures andloss of entralized ontrol, all this in presene of potential faults due to the dis-tributed and diverse nature of the Grid environment, omputers, networks andstorage devies.3 Funtionality at various levelsThe gLite Workload Management System (WMS) provides a servie responsiblefor the distribution and management of tasks aross resoures available on aGrid, in suh a way that appliations are onveniently, e�iently and e�etivelyexeuted. These tasks, whih basially onsist in exeution requests, are usuallyreferred to as "jobs". In a Grid environment the sope of suh tasks/jobs needsto be extended to take into aount other kinds of resoures, suh as storage ornetwork apaity. The need for suh a broader de�nition is basially due to themove from typial bath-like ativity to appliations with ever more demanding



requirements in areas like data aess or interativity, both with the user andwith other tasks. In this respet, the WMS does support di�erent types of jobs:� Single bath jobs� Work-�ows: jobs with dependenies expressed as a diret ayli graph (DAG)� Colletions: sets of jobs without dependenies grouped together and identi-�ed by a single handler� MPI: based on message passing interfae - a widely-used library to allow forparallel programming within a single luster (intra-luster)� Interative: establishing a synhronous two way ommuniation with the useron a soket stream� Parametri: allowing multiple jobs to be de�ned by a single desription withattributes varying with a parameter.The harateristis of a job are de�ned using a �exible and expressive formal-ism alled Job Desription Language (JDL) [5℄. The JDL is based on Classi�edAdvertisements or ClassAds [6℄, developed within the Condor projet [7℄, whihbasially onsist of a list of key/value pairs that represent the various harater-istis of a job (input �les, arguments, exeutable, et.) as well as its requirements,onstraints and preferenes (physial and virtual memory, CPU, operating sys-tem, et.). The user an then speify whatever attribute for the desription ofa request without inurring in formal errors, as ClassAds are not bound by anypartiular shema. Only a ertain set of attributes are diretly taken into a-ount by the WMS on the base of doumented semantis, the others will simplybe passed on without spei� proessing. Also, the attributes used for desribinghigh-end resoures ome from a ommon shema, the so alled GLUE shema[8℄, born from a joint e�ort to standardize and failitate interoperation betweenGrid infrastrutures, e.g. the attribute "GlueCEStateFreeCPUs" will always in-diate the number of free CPUs in all the resoures making part of suh a jointinfrastruture.Jobs are always assoiated with user proxy redentials and all job-dependentoperations are performed on behalf of the user. gLite in general and the WMSin partiular exploit experiene and existing omponents from the Virtual DataToolkit from Condor and Globus [9℄ (VDT). While Condor plays a signi�antrole in the present arhiteture as a job submission and traking layer (see later),the Globus Seurity Infrastruture (GSI) is used throughout for enabling se-ure authentiation and ommuniation. GSI provides in fat libraries and toolsfor authentiation and message protetion that use standard X.509 publi keyerti�ates, publi key infrastruture (PKI), the SSL/TLS protool, and X.509Proxy Certi�ates, an extension de�ned for GSI to meet the dynami delega-tion requirements of Grid ommunities. A spei� servie, alled Proxy Renewaland oneived as be part of the WMS, is devoted to renewing redentials, au-tomatially and seurely, for long-running jobs. This is a desired feature notto propagate throughout the Grid proxy erti�ates of a signi�ant duration,



sine they need to be reasonably longer than the expeted duration of jobs,whih in some ases an last for weeks, they are assoiated to. This senariowould obviously represent a seurity threat, but, on the other hand, workingwith short-lived erti�ates will ause long jobs to outlive the validity of theirproxy and be onsequentially aborted. To avoid this the WMS allows proxy er-ti�ates to be renewed automatially, when lose to expiry, if the user allows theProxy Renewal servie to be enabled, this is done by speifying a MyProxy [10℄server (the long-lived proxy keystore) in the job JDL. Another similar meh-anism, implemented by the Job Submission Servie (see later), is in plae toforward freshly renewed erti�ates in the WMS instane to the Computing El-ement (CE, i.e. the Grid abstration for a omputing resoure) where they will�nally reah the Worker Node (WN, i.e. the mahine where the job is atuallyexeuted).The Grid is a omplex system and things an go wrong at various stages ofthe so alled submission hain. The WMS has been designed with the ability toreover from failures of the infrastruture by automatially resubmitting failedjobs, this is done at two levels. "Shallow" resubmission is utilized in those aseswhere an error ours before the CE has started exeuting the job, in whihase another CE an be tried immediately without any worry to ompromisethe results. This will also redue the probability to have multiple instanes ofthe same job over the Grid due to temporary loss of network ontat. "Deep"resubmission happens whenever a job fails after it started running; this situationan be more problemati as the job may well have done a onsiderable amount ofproessing, produing output �les or making other state hanges, and may alsohave onsumed a signi�ant amount of (preious) CPU time. Users an thereforehoose the number of times they will allow the job to be resubmitted in thesetwo ways with two parameters of the JDL. If a job fails after having reahed themaximum number of retries it will be terminally aborted.Submitting a job atually means passing its responsibility to the WMS whosepurpose is then �nding the appropriate resoure(s) mathing user requirements,wathing and direting the job on its way to ompletion, with partiular atten-tion to infrastruture failures requiring resubmission. The WMS will in the endforward the job to the seleted set of CEs for exeution. The deision about whihresoure is adequate to run the job is the outome of a so alled math-makingproess between the "demand", represented by the submission requirements andpreferenes, and the "o�er", represented by the harateristis of the availableresoures. The availability of resoures for a partiular task depends not onlyon the atual state of the resoures, but also on the utilization poliies that theresoure administrators and/or the administrator of the Virtual Organization(VO) the user belongs to have de�ned for eah of their users. It an happen,not rarely, that none of the resoures available on the Grid at a given time isable to satisfy some job's requirements, in suhase the submission request iskept pending by the WMS and periodially retried, the retry period being aon�guration parameter, until the request expires.



Besides request submission, the WMS also implements request management andontrol funtionality suh as anellation and output retrieval. Another featureexists to list all the available resoures mathing a given job so that if a user(whih an, by the way, also be represented by an automati system) has nomathing resoures it an temporarily stop submitting. Request status follow-up an be ahieved through the Logging&Bookeeping servie (L&B) [11℄, anotherkey servie responsible for traking jobs in terms of events (important points ofjob life, e.g. submission, transfer from a WMS omponent to another one, �ndinga mathing CE, starting exeution et.) gathered from various WMS omponentsas well as other Grid servies. Eah event type arries its spei� attributes. Theentire arhiteture is speialized for this purpose and is job-entri: any event isassigned to a unique Grid job identi�er. The events are gathered from variousWMS omponents by the L&B produer library, and passed on to the loallog-ger daemon, running physially lose to avoid any sort of network problems ina store&forward fashion.All the various job management tasks mentioned so far are aomplishedby di�erent omponents basially implemented (mostly in C++, with extensiveusage of the Boost [12℄ libraries) as di�erent proesses or threads, all ommuni-ating via persistent data strutures [Figure 2℄. As antiipated, one ore ompo-nent is the Math-Maker whih sorts out a list of resoures satisfying the givenrequirements. These resoures might even inlude Storage Elements (SE, i.e. theGrid abstration for a storage resoure) if the user requested to need manipulatedata. Suh returned list of suitable resoures is ordered, given that more thanone resoure ould math the spei�ed requirements. The highest-ranked re-soure will typially be used. The ranking funtion is provided by the user in theJDL. Just a trivial example how a ranking expression would look like in the JDL:
Rank = −other.GlueCEEstimatedResponseT ime; (1)will indiate to send the job to the resoure with the lowest estimated queuetraversal time.To avoid the top-ranked resoure to be repeatedly hosen upon suessivelylose in time requests, so beoming overrated, before the Loal Bath Systemand the Information Systems ould in turn update suh dynami information, astohasti algorithm an be used to perform a smoothed seletion among all themathing resoures - weighted aording to their atual rank - in suh a way toprevent ongestion for the initially best ranked resoures.Proper handling of massive data volumes is a very important aspet in pro-dution quality Grids (it is maybe worth noting that one of the projets fromwhih EGEE originates was alled "DataGrid"). The JDL allows the de�nitionof requirements based on data through an attribute alled "DataRequirements"whih is strutured in suh a way to allow users to target experiment-spei�atalogs for their jobs and to mix di�erent input data types supported by di�er-ent data atalogs in the same job desription. Logial File Names (LFN), GridUnique ID-enti�ers (GUID), Logial Dataset (LDS) and/or generi queries an



be used to retrieve data from SEs. All of them are used by the WMS to query therelated Data Catalog for getting bak a list of Physial File names (PFN) thatare needed by the job as input for proessing ([13℄ for more information). Out-put data an then be stored to a spei�ed SE and registered to a atalog. Whilemath-making is made between two entities - typially the job and the om-puting resoure, another interesting feature relating data management, alledgang-mathing allows to take into aount, besides CE information, also SEs inthe proess. A typial use ase for gangmathing might be: a job has to run ona CE lose to a SE with at least 300 Mb of available spae. This translates intoa JDL statement like the following:
Requirements = anyMatch(other.storage.CloseSEs, target.GlueSAStateAvailableSpace > 300); (2)Getting loser to the ore business, one of the most important tasks per-formed by the WMS is, needless to say, sheduling (some would prefer all itplanning, or meta-sheduling). More or less "eager" or "lazy" poliies an besupported in this respet. At one extreme, eager sheduling ditates that a jobis bound to a resoure as soon as possible and, one the deision has been taken,the job is passed to the seleted resoure(s) for exeution, where, very likely,it will end up in some queue. This mehanism is usually referred to as "pushmode". At the other extreme, lazy sheduling foresees that the job is held by theWMS until a resoure beomes available (hene requiring asynronous ommu-niation with the Information Provider), at whih point that resoure is mathedagainst the submitted jobs and the job that �ts best is passed to the resoure;this is alled "pull mode". These two approahes are quite symmetrial indeed:eager sheduling implies mathing a job against multiple resoures, whereas lazysheduling implies mathing a resoure against multiple jobs.The WMS is potentially able, by design, to work with eah of these two oppo-site modes. They both represent a neat grid-aware solution for job shedulingeven if, in the ourse of time, the 'push-mode' emerged as the one and onlymethod atually utilised in the prodution infrastruture (maybe due to the fatthat pull-mode requires asynhronous Information Providers and that some arewould be needed to handle noti�ations to more than just one WMS instane toallow for salability and to prevent working with a single point of failure). Forthe reord, other Grid meta-sheduling systems are able to enable late binding,apparently muh like the pull-mode would behave. Atually suh systems, some-times referred to as "pilot-jobs" frameworks, implement sort of shortut where asingle VO-level sheduler submits "neutral" plaeholder jobs - so keeping a on-stant pressure onto all the available resoures - whih, one running on the WN,are able to �nally all forth end-user jobs. Of ourse suh pilot jobs are seen (andaounted) by the Grid infrastruture as any other user job. A thorough analysisof the pro et ontra of suh emerging sheduling models would be out of the sopeof this paper, nevertheless, other than being a�eted by seurity impliations,they annot really be onsidered as an alternative to the pull-mode, in any ase,being just a ustom layer built on top of the very same infrastruture. Apartfrom serious seurity impliations whih will not be addressed here, one way or



the other pilots need to be sheduled within the Grid servies and protools, i.e.a Grid meta-sheduler (diret job submission annot be onsidered at this levela Grid-aware solution).Bak to the WMS, the mehanism that allows for a �exible appliation of suhdi�erent poliies as the push or the pull mode is the deoupling between theolletion of information about resoures and its usage. This is enabled by arepository of ahed resoure information olleted from the various supportedInformation Providers, alled Information Super-market (ISM), whih is avail-able in read-only mode to the math-making engine and whose update an be theresult of either the arrival of noti�ations or ative polling on resoures or somearbitrary ombination of both from di�erent soure of Information Providers.The ISM represents one notable improvement in the WMS as inherited from theEDG and LCG projets where the information was olleted in real-time - soontating Information Providers for eah single request, in a less e�ient andreliable fashion.Re�eting the demand-o�er/job-resoure symmetry, eah single job requestis kept in a event based priority queue (di�erent request types have in fat dif-ferent priority), whih reently replaed a data struture alled task-queue (TQ,inherited from Alien [14℄). This allowed us to remove several loks throughout,one needed to keep the TQ synhronised, and now requests (oded as funtorsto be exeuted by a thread pool) line up as soon as they arrive waiting to beproessed as stateless as possible, aording to the spei� situation and/or errorondition, while preserving the ability to hold a submission request if no math-ing resoures are immediately found. Suh periodi ativities (timed events) willin fat re-shedule themselves to show-up at a programmed later time in thepriority queue.Another interesting feature, whih has been added quite reently, is repre-sented by the so alled "bulk math-making". This optimisation, enabled forolletions, allows to perform the math-making for eah subset of jobs sharingsame harateristis instead of mathing eah single job. The original olletionis partitioned into suh subsets aording to some signi�ant attributes (JDLattribute "Signi�antAttributes") whih will identify by the equivalene lasses.A typial use-ase for speifying signi�ant attributes ould be, as an example,parting the original set on "Requirements", "DataRequirements" and "Rank".Here is a summary of the more relevant funtionalities implemented in thegLite WMS:� Resubmission: shallow or deep� Stohasti ranking� Bulk-submission and bulk math-making� Proxy renewal� Support for MPI jobs even if the �le system is not shared between CE andWorker Nodes (WN)� Support for exeution of all DAG nodes within a single CE - hosen by eitheruser or by the WMS math-maker



� Support for �le peeking to aess �les during job exeution� Load limiting mehanism to prevent system ongestion based on mahine'svital parameters� Automati sandbox �les arhiving/ompression and sharing between jobs� Math-making with data� Gang-mathing4 Interoperability and interfaingGiven the typially large number of di�erent parties involved in a Grid infrastru-ture, interoperability plays a key role to failitate establishing and oordinatingagreements and interations between all the involved entities. In this respet, theWMS, espeially by virtue of his entral, mediating role, has to deal with a widevariety of people, servies, protools and more, ranging from users - belonging todi�erent VOs - to other servies of the EGEE/gLite infrastruture and to otherGrids as well.For what onerns users, to be able to allow interation adhering to the SOAmodel, a Simple Objet Aess Protool (SOAP) Web Servie has been imple-mented, its interfae being desribed through a Web Servie Desription Lan-guage (WSDL) spei�ation written in aordane to the WS-I pro�le, whih de-�nes a set of Web Servies spei�ations to promote interoperability. This newlyintrodued Web Servie based implementation replaed a legay network inter-fae based on a proprietary protool.It manages user authentiation/authorizationand operation requests. It runs in an Apahe [15℄ ontainer extended withFastCGI [16℄ and Grid Site [17℄ modules. The Fast CGI module implementsCommon Gateway Interfae (CGI) funtionality along with some other spei�features. The most important advantages of using FastCGI are its performaneand persistene. FastCGI appliations, in fat, are able to serve, in a multipro-essing fashion, multiple requests, where instanes an be dynamially spawnedor terminated aording to the demand. In partiular, an additional ontrolmehanism over unpreditable error onditions suh as unde�nite hanging hasbeen implemented to automatially terminate a serving proess of the pool aftera given on�gurable number of requests. Moreover, the Grid Site module pro-vides an extension to the Apahe Web Server for use within Grid frameworksby adding support for Grid Seurity Infrastruture (GSI), the Virtual Organi-zation Membership Servie (VOMS) [18℄ and �le transfer over seure HTTP.It also provides a library for handling Grid Aess Control Lists (GACL). TheWeb Servie hosting framework provided by Apahe, Grid Site and gSOAP hasallowed the development of this front-end interoperable servie in C++, givingontinuity and onsisteny with the rest of the oding.About interoperation with other Grid servies, we need to desribe in moredetail how job management is aomplished by the WMS. A servie alled JobSubmission Servie (JSS) is responsible to atually establish an authentiatedommuniation with the seleted resoure to forward the job and to monitor



its exeution. To implement suh lower level layer Condor-G has been alwaysadopted. A monitoring servie, part of the JSS, is also responsible for wathingthe Condor log �les interepting interesting events onerning ative jobs whiha�et the job state mahine and trigger appropriate ations. Every CE supportedby Condor-G is then impliitly supported by the WMS as well, in partiular theLCG CE (pre-Web-Servie Condor-G plus GRAM on the CE) and the gLite CE(pre-WS Condor-G plus Condor-C on the CE). Reently, with the advent of thenewest WS-I/BES [19℄ CE alled CREAM [20℄, a new omponent of the WMSsuite, alled Intefae to CREAM Environment (ICE), has been introdued aspart of JSS for job management towards CREAM. ICE is a gSOAP/C++ layerwhih will seurely manage job operations to CREAM CEs. In doing so, it sub-sribes to the gLite CEMon information system [21℄ in order to asynhronouslyreeive noti�ations about job status hanges. ICE also performs synhronousstatus polling for unresponsive jobs, in ase some noti�ations are lost.Interoperation with Information Providers is ahieved either synronously orasynronously for those providers who support it. We atually do provide inter-faing with the Berkely Database Information Index (BDII), support for otherproviders has been reently dismissed due to lak of use.About formalisms for de�ning jobs, the WMS fully endorses the Job Submis-sion Desription Language (JSDL). This is an emerging OGF standard whihaims at failitating interoperability in heterogeneous environments, through theuse of an XML based job desription language that is free of platform and lan-guage bindings. JSDL ontains a voabulary and normative XML Shema thatfailitate the expression of job requirements and preferenes as a set of XMLitems. What happened in the past and still an happen is that several di�er-ent organizations aommodate a variety of job management systems, whereeah system has its own language for desribing job submission. This representsa severe obstale for interoperability. In order to utilize suh di�erent systemsaltogether the involved organizations would have to prepare and maintain anumber of di�erent job submission douments, one for eah system, basially alldesribing the same operations. The JSDL represent a signi�ant e�ort towarduni�ation and has semantis omparable to the urrent ClassAd-based JDL, itsadoption as an OGF approved standard makes it a good andidate for supportby the WMS.On the front of Grid interoperability, having already set up a long-standinginteration with OSG, reent work has been done to enable interoperability withboth NorduGrid [22℄, and its ARC CE, and UNICORE [23℄, with a ontributionto the writing of the Grid Interoperation Now (GIN) [24℄ pro�le. More prag-matially, muh of the issues onerning interoperability re�ets in the way theWMS job-wrapper (the shell sript generated by the WMS whih surrounds theuser job exeution and performs basi setup and leanup operations, download-ing/uploading the sandbox, setting the exeution environment, logging et.) isengineered. Due to the diverse nature of resoures belonging to one or more



Grids, suh sript must be kept as simple and as robust as possible. The job-wrapper may in fat be running in an unfriendly WN environment where noor little assumption an be made on what is available. Again, due to the piv-otal role of this sript, a signi�ant work has also been done to extend it inorder to enompass all the di�erent requirements expressed by the involved par-ties (users, VOs and resoures) without losing funtionality nor generality. Toahieve this, a series of hooks is provided in the jobwrapper generation pro-edure, allowing spei� ustomisations to be inserted by users, VO managersand site administrators. This approah redues hard-oding, by deoupling gen-eral and spei� operations, without limiting funtionality. For users, prologueand epilogue sripts have been inluded - to be run before and after the job isexeuted - basially with the intent of setting and leaning up the proper envi-ronment for "real" jobs; for VOs, a ustomisation point is foreseen mostly usedto hook up the proper middleware version; for similar purposes resoure man-agers are allowed to hook up their sripts throughout several strategi points ofthe job-wrapper.Here is a summarized view of the funtionality provided in the areas of inte-gration with other servies and interoperability:� Bakwards ompatibility with LCG-2� Automati renewal of redentials� GridFTP and HTTPS to handle seure �le transfer for the sandbox� Servie Disovery for obtaining new serivie endpoints to be ontated� Support of di�erent mehanisms to populate the ISM from several soures(BDII, R-GMA, CeMon)� Support for submission and monitoring for the LCG, gLite and CREAMCEs� Support for Data management interfaes (DLI and StorageIndex)� Support for JSDL� Support for Grid Site delegation 2.0� Interoperability with the amerian Open Siene Grid (OSG), Nordugridand UNICORE� Integration with Grid aounting and autorization frameworks� User prologue/epilogue sripts aompanying the job, more ustom sriptsallowed to be hooked for use by resoure and VO administrators5 Results and future developmentsAs of late 2008, the WMS has been deployed in a large number of multi-user andmulti-VO senarios. Thorough testing and intense troubleshooting have been a-omplished during all these years, of ourse driven by the ompelling needs ofthe LHC experiments. This has led to a signi�ant level of servie stability forthe urrent prodution release. Muh of this e�ort was aomplished using thedevelopment test-bed and the preview test-bed, whih also inludes new om-ponents not yet ready to be deployed in prodution, as it was the ase for ICE.



In addition, the onept of Experimental Servie proved to be very e�etive: adevelopment instane, attahed to the prodution infrastruture, to be aessedby a seleted number of users and immediately installed with the latest availablepathes.Now that an aeptable level of sustained stability has been reahed, workis being done to further target performane. In partiular, after the (e�etive)introdution of olletions, the average math-making time, performed on thefull prodution BDII, has room to improve, espeially for single jobs. The nextto ome release will be able to perform the math-making in parallel thanks toa re-design of the ISM that will be doubled in order to remove some loks witha huge sope at the moment neessary to keep the struture synhronised withreaders and writers insisting on it. A read-only opy will be available for readers,the request handlers needing to perform the math-making, while another onewill be reated in bakground while purhasing. A pseudo-atomi swap betweenthese two opies will our periodially and timedly so that the ISM at the mo-ment aessed by reader threads is disabled while, in the mean-time, the freshlypurhased one, sine then only aessed for writing, will then beome availableto the readers only. Two ISM instanes will be ontemporarily present in mem-ory only for limited period - the time needed to arry out purhasing and towait for the older threads, still pointing to that very opy, to omplete - afterwhih suh instane an be de�nitely leared. Suh a design has already beenstress tested in a prototypal instane installed as an experimental servie, withthe ollaboration of the CMS experiment; a peak performane of about 100.000jobs/day were reahed for more than two onseutive days [Figure 3℄.Also, one of the plus points of pilot-based job sheduling is the ability tomath jobs to resoures very quikly, as ompared to our present gLite WMS.This an basially be done by virtue of the fat that the VO deides user prior-itization in advane in suh a way that as soon as a pilot on a resoure signalsits availabiliy to get new jobs, the VO sheduler just sans the job requests list,whih is ordered aording to a VO-wide poliy, so that it an simply stop tothe �rst job mathing the requirements. Nothing prevents the gLite WMS toat in a similar way; in fat, the WMS allows eah single user to speify a rankfuntion to apply to his jobs, as we have already seen. This is a nie feature, nev-ertheless it requires mathing against the whole ISM, not simply stopping to the�rst one. Provided a �xed rank (i. e. VO-based, muh like pilot jobs frameworkswork), the WMS ould instead keep the ISM indexed aordingly so that themath-making ould just stop to the �rst mathing resoure, whih at that pointwill be also the highest ranked one. This will dramatially redue the time formath-making (stohasti ranking ould be done in any ase trunating at the�rst n mathing resoures). This new model will represent a further step towardproviding added value in suh a way that, in a future senario, the WMS will beeven able to automatially �nd the best e�etive rank for its jobs, using somefeed-bak mehanism to rate resoures aording to their performane measured



over the entire job's life-yle (i.e. there is no feed-bak at the moment aboutthe quality of status information as published by the Information Provider).Nonetheless, thanks to the modularity of its design, the present WMS ar-hiteture allows for salability in a more �exible way than pilot submissionframeworks. The VO pilot sheduler, in fat, other than being a single point offailure, needs to be able to manage the resoure domain spae in its entirety.Two di�erent pilot shedulers would require parting the resoure domain spaeto work together, with the onsequene of fragmenting the omputing o�er intotwo separate sets. On the ontrary, several gLite WMS instanes an work to-gether over the whole prodution infrastruture, the total throughput salingup in an almost linear fashion. Stohasti ranking ould be eventually utilisedto minimise latenies oming from the Information System update rate. In fat,this an be done, as ompared to the pilot-based approah, right beause eahWMS instane would get status information by interoperating with a spei�Grid servie (the Information System, as said) and not diretly from pilot jobs.The next gLite WMS release (3.2), under preparation at the time of writ-ing, will ontain several improvements, as the result of the intense restruturingativity whih took plae during EGEE-II, not yet fully ported into the releasebranhes. Among other things, this new release, aimed at providing a morelightweight and responsive servie thanks to a signi�ant redesign of its oreomponent, will be instrumented with all the aforementioned parallel math-making, IPv6 ompliany, support for Grid Site delegation 2.0 and it will beSienti� Linux 5 ready. An o�ial Web Site [25℄ and Twiki pages have been setup, being kept readily updated, for doumentation and support about all theativity onerning the WMS.6 ConlusionsThe gLite WMS is designed and implemented to provide a dependable, robustand reliable servie for e�ient distribution and management of end-user re-quests for omputation, storage, network, instruments and whatever resouremay be shared aross a prodution quality Grid. It omes with a fully-�edgedset of added-value features to enhane low-level job submission. Thanks to the�exibility of a salable, fault-tolerant and servie-oriented arhiteture it hasbeen deployed in a number of layouts and senarios.After seveal years of operation the WMS has reahed sustained stability and aperformane targeted at overing the urrent needs, oming in partiular wayfrom High Energy Physis and Bioinformatis. Development ontinues by sup-porting enhanements requests expressed by the inreasing number of experi-ments and users of the EGEE ommunity, keeping up with the standardizationand de�nition of Grid servies, ompliany to emerging formal and de-fato stan-dards and protools. We will also ontinue faing the hallenge of reahing evenhigher levels of performane, salability and reliability to �nd us prepared tomeet the growing demand of the EGEE infrastruture.
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Figures

Fig. 1. A sheth of the gLite WMS internal arhiteture showing its interations withother Grid Servies

Fig. 2. Throughput of about 90.000 jobs/day (>1 Hertz rate as shown by the plot)over a period of more than two days on a stress test by CMS


